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Abstract

A : W hy didn’t you come in?

゛This study grows out of the ideas presented in K umaga1 1993 and 1994. 1 would like to

thank the researchers who were present for their insightful comments. l also acknow1-

edge the help and encouragement from : Seizi lwata, W illiam Lee and Lynne R oecklein.

The r6maining errors are of course, m ine.

11 w ill assume, by following a convention in relevance theory, that a speaker or anyone

who initiates a conversation is fenlale, and the hearer male.

2Throughout this paper, the word ( or words) which receives the greatest prominence ( o「

pitch accent in Bolinger’s term 」 in a sentence is represented in small capitals. This ac-

cent is referred to in this paper as sen£ence αcceM , or sim ply μcceM , unless any confu-

sion occurs. lt should also be noted that an utterance may contain more than one pitch

accent・. ln that case, there may be a relative difference in the degree of prominence.

(1)

Sentence accent on functors such as verbs atld prepositions casts light on both

grammaticalized and pragmatic aspects of English prosody. Themotivations for such

accentuation are investigated, and it is argued that the argum6nt/ functor distinc-

tion is indeed reflected in prosody, and that the speaker can choose, from among

grammatical sentences with particular prosodic forms, the 6nethat best conveys herl

informative intention. The contextual effect of such accentuation in cC)mmunication

is also discussed. Relevance theory ( Sperber and W ilson 1986, W ilson 1994) contrib-

utes to identifying conditions under which such an utterance may sound appropriate

in discourse and explicating the effect that it has on the hearer’s cognitive environ-

ment. *

1. 1ntroduction

The aim of this article is to explicate the motivations behind and the felici-

tous uses of the accentuation phenomena illustrated below : 2



B: I cAME in. ( Bolinger 1986: 129)

(2) A: Dowhatever youlike.

B: But there’s nothing for me To do!

Specifically, l will argue that both grammar ( argument/ functor distinction)

and pragmatics (面scrφj otx/ e池o泌 加£印F d d fu distinction in relevance theory,

and the sentence accent typology based on i耐 òrmatio几 structure by Lambrecht 1994:

322-333) arecrucially involvedin thephenomena inquestion。

FoIlowing Lambrecht, l will argue that various English prosodic forms are

greatly influenced by the fxぴorx71d 加7xs£nzc加re of a sentence, which is the “formal

e耳pression of thepragmatic structuring of a proposition in a discourse” (p. 5) . That

is, the speaker’s judgment of thehearer’s mental represe酎ation at the timeof an ut-

terance can motivate her to select a particular sentence with a particular prosodic

form from several candidatesor ㎡ZoseM etzces ( p. 6) , whichsharethesamepropositional

contents. Doubt is cast on the ‘ttraditionaP generative-grammatical model of sen-

tence generation, where contributions from outside the grammar proper such as prag-

matics are ignored and abstract and therefore empirically unverifiable, special

features such as ‘[ 十focus] ’ are assigned as p1(1ceholders (pp. 27-28) 。

Tbestructureof thepaper isas follows. ln theneχt two sections, l will try

to describe the relevant phenomena, in which functors such as verbs and prepositions

receive sentence accents. ln section four, the reasons for the difference in degrees of

prominence between arguments and functors are discussed in detail. Themotivations

for functor accentuation and the conteχtual effects are investigated.
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The verb phrase seM £加 わo必 £o M αび is assumed to c(jntain at least two

3According to Lambrecht ( 1994: 324 ( 5.80) ) , a discourse referent is α函 u £d and there-

fore x£παcceM ed iff the speaker assurnes: ( i ) that a mental representation of the referent

is active [represented] in the addressee’s m ind ( or can be accommodated by the ad-

dressee as such) ; and ( ii ) that the addressee eχpects this referent to be a topic in the

proposition at the time of utterance.

2. Accent on Verbs

As is well known, accent on verbs is not obligatory. Let us consider the fo1-

lowing example: T

(3) A: What didshedo?

(訪eand £yze&ooんareunderdiscussionandtherefore, alreadyαd加ded3

1n both the speaker’s and the hearer’s minds)

B: She sent/ sExT the book to yAHY.



constituents that have not yet been introduced into the discourse. The prosody indi-

cates that ,ルた り , the newly introduced (lrg1£me几t i nside the verb phrase or the

predic(lte4 must be prominent,5 while se肘 , the newly introduced functor need not.

This means that the head of the VP need nOt receive sentence accent even though it

contains an unpredictable bit of information and therefore must be “highlighted” in

one way or another. 。

Selkirk 1984 draws a distinction between an argument and a non-argument ( a

functor) , suggesting that accent must fall onyocxxsed arguments (thosearguments

that are assigned any features on the surface structure in thecourse of sentencegen-

eration) (p. 213) . Theaccent onanon-argument isregardedasinvolving eitheTde-

fadt (lcce几t (Ladd 1980) or coMrαs£:
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(4) A: HasJohnreadSt(mghterhouse-F加e?

B: No, John doesn’t READ books. ( Ladd 1980: 81)

(5) A: lf it wasraining, whyonearthdidn’t youtakeyour umbrella?

B: Because l was so distraught l didn’t REALlzE it was raining.

(Schmerling 1976: 77)

(6) A: lnyour lastpaper, youdescribedacopiousamountof dataandshowed

how messy the phenomena are, didn’t you?

B: M ind you, l didn’t DEscRIBE the data: I EχPLAINED it.

(Kumaga1 1994: 94)

(7) Did shePLAY or PRAY? ‘

5Another point that must be mentioned is that the end of thu sentence nearly always re-

ceives accent, eχcept for the “a11-new ” utterance such as the fo11(jwing:

(i) A: What’sthematter?

B: The PRESIDENT has been shot!

4L et us assume here that a j)redicale may contain a functor ( such as a verb and a prepo-

sition) and optionally oneor morearguments. Thuswemay say that in example (3)

where the V P contains both an N P and a Pi) , the functor ( seM ) has two arguments ( £加

&ooた and Mary ) and the other functor ( £o) contains one argument (AfαΓy) .

ln (4) and (5) , theargument nounphrase (bOOkS) andcom‘plement clausQ(i£

ωαsΓα伍加g) utteredbyBaredeaccented, for theyhavebeenintroducedintothedis-

course in A’s previous utterance and thus both the discourse referent and the

propositional content are activated in B’s mind. The pitch accent is assumed to

shift to the verb by default.

ln examples (6) and ( 7) , the accent on verbs is contrastive. ln ( 6) , the nega-

tion is metd ・ 即 istkd 砂 used ( cf. Horn 1989, Kumaga1 1994, M cCawley 1992) .



ln (8) , BUI Teceives a moreprominent accent than JOhR、 Theverb stress is not

prominent.6

1n sum, verbs need not receive sentence accent even when their concept or

meaning has just been introduced into a discourse. lntuitively speaking, 仙ey may be

deaccented even when they are informationally unpredictable. 0 n the other hand,

verbs should beaccented if they are ft)110wed by activated arguments (probably unac-

cented pronouns) , for example, or if their forms or meanings are eχplicitly con-

trasted.

[8] J6hnhit B111.

The verb receives lower stress [pitch accent] than the subject and the direct

object, if thereisone; in other words receives lower stress than their argu-

ments, irrespective of their linear order position in surface structure( p. 82 ) .
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W hat B intends to communicate is the implication that he did more tha孔 describe

the data; he went so far as to explain them. ln ( 7) , the phonetic forms [plei] and

[prei] areunder discUssion. Whereasthemeaningof theverbisco緋rastedor explic-

itly J xo㎡ in (6) , it istheform that is echoed in (7) (Sperber and Wilson 1986:

238)。

Schmerling 1976 makes a similar point. W ith respect to the prosody in exam-

ple (8) utteredout of theblue, shewrites: ダ

3. Accent on Prepositions

Prepositions do not usually receive sentence accent, either. ln fact, they are

far less likely than nouns and verbs to be accented. However, in some cases they are

accented:

6A ccent on verbs may also depend on their leχical-semantic properties, as argued by

Okazaki (1994) :

Sentence accent falls on the last Word of the sentence. ln ( 9) , the sentence-

final word Ed伍burgh Teceives the accent. The accent on the noun phrase seems to

involve at least two factors. First, as was illustrated in the previous section,

i㎡ormationally unpredictable arguments are very likely to receive accent. Second,

English is the sort of language in which the sentence-final position is a coxxびeM ioπ㎡-

ized or grα肌琲d fc㎡i麗d place where the most prominent accent tends to fa11。

lf the sentence is pronounced like ( 9’) , the interi)retation of the utterance w111

(9) Sally new from EDINBuRGH



(9’) Sally flew FRoMEdinburgh.

The deaccentuation oI Ed流burgh 血 dicates that the concept oI Ed・ burgh 返 acti-

vated. The subject noun phrase Sd 砂 is also activated and the relation between Sd 砂

and Ed171burgh is likely to be under discussion. This relation is characterized by the

verbj lに Theaccent ontheprepositionisconsideredasort of specificationof the

ル 伍g rdation, (Lambrecht 1994: 215) . lt may be, though somewhat awkwardly,

characterized as follows:

be considerably different:
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(9”) a. What wastherelationbetweenSally andEdinburgh?

- A flying relation.

b. W hat did she do to it? - Fly from it.

(11) A: My real secret iswhat’sat theother end

(i) a. Wecan’t eatyet. Your MoTHER’s st111 cooKING。

b. W e can’t eat yet. Your MoTHER’s still cooking。

(ii) a. What happened in theroom? JoHNRAN。
b. W hat happened in the room? JoHN ran in.

ln the “a11-new” interpretation, when the predicate describes the αd of cooking as in

(ia) theverbreceivesaccent, whilein (ib) , where/thepredicatedescribestheprocess

(n,0n,-action,) of something being cooked, theverb isnot asprominent as (ia) . The
samegeneralization seems to hold for ( ii) ; ( iia) describes theaction of running and

(iib) theprocessor state。
Okazaki argues that the prosody is renecting such differences. W e should

keep in mind that these utterances are cases of “a11-new” sentences. Suffice it to say

that an accent on a verb is not obligatory, even though it is necessary to investigate

the details in tetms of the verb’s leχical properties. ‥_ _‥‥ ‥‥‥_ _…… /

7Prepositions may be accented ifTthey appear sentence-finally:

(i) Phoneticsiswhat sheismost interested IN.
However, this accentuation seems to indicate that the i rgument or the object of th6

preposition is missing by virtueof a certain syntacticprocess, lt may be argued that

the argument has beeri relativized by 切hat and the accent serves to indicate a gap.

Let us consider the following eχamples then:

Probably, in themost natural interpretation of (9’) themeaning of the prepo-

sition, though quite relational and far less conceptual than nouns or main e々rbs, is

contrasted with that of a certain comparable preposition, whether implicitly or ex-

plicitly, as in the following:

(10) Sany flew FRoMEdinburgh, not ToEdinburgh.7



These examples indicate that the accent on prepositions can express a speaker’s

gtrong aJμΓmation oT den,id of the propositional content. Notice that the following

paraphrase, where auxiliary verbs are used, is possible:

( I P) A: My real secret iswhat’sat theother end.

B: W ’1 what ls at the other end? 卜

(12’) Theview from thesummit issaidtobemagnificent - if you {回j get

to the summ it.

( 13’) A: Do .whatever youlike,

B: But there ls nothing for me to do!8

B: But there’s nothing for me To do
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B: W ’l what’s AT the other end? ( Bolinger 1986 : 129)

(12) Theview from thesummit issaid tobemagnificent - if youcanget To

the summit. ( Cruttenden and Faber 1991: 279)

(13) A: Dowhatever youlike.

(15) Thispoem describesLondonandthejourneyToLondon.

(CruttendenandFaber 1991: 265)

(16) Therules, and theinterpretationoF thoserules.

(lbid. : 275卜

(17) I’11giveyousixmarksandyoushouldbehappyxvITHit

(lbid. : 277)

Those examples are similar to examples ( 11) to ( 13) in that the whole or the part

8There are other possibilities. Consider the following:

(i) But thereisnothing for metoE)o!

(ii) But thereisN回HINGfor metodo!
According to an informant, both ( i卜and ( ii) are a仙o acceptable as a response to

A ’s utterance, and ( i) is almost equivalent in meaning to ( 13) . She points out that

example (13’) ismorelikeiy tobea responseto “Get towork! ”.

Like verbs, prepositions may be accented by default. Let us consider the fol-

10wing eχamples:

lt should be noted that even the main verb may be accented for the similar effect

(14) A

B

W hy didn’t you come in?

l cAME in.



of the proposition expressed in the former utterance is eχplicitly echoed or men-

tioned. ln examples from ( 11) to ( 13) the speaker expresses a strong attitude t6-

ward, and quite often a truth conditional judgment on the propositional content.

Thecasesof (15) through (17) , however, involvenosuchattitudeor judgment. The

accentuation on the preposition only serves to avoid placing accent on the

sentence-final arguments, LondoR and rd es, which are activated despite the fact that

neither concept is pronominalized. The default accent analysis also applies to eχam-

ple (16) .
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The noun phrase £ oyzdotx is mentioned again in the second conjunct without being

pronominalized. Cruttenden and Faber argue that the noun phrase £加 jo乙xrney and

(15) Thispoem describesLondonandthejourneyToLondon.

4. ACCent RefleCtS ArgU!nent/ FUnCtOr DiViSiOn

4.1. Previous Approaches

ln the previous sections, empirical data of functor accentuation have been out-

11ned. Before we try to answer why functors are less likely to receive sentence ac-

cent, 1et us recapitulate the points made. Though neither verbs nor prepositions

necessarily receive sentenceaccent as do argument nouns, both parts of speech cAN .re-

ceive accent when ( i) the meaning or form is contrasted with s6me otherl comparable

lexical item ; ( ii) argument nouns have been activated in the discourse and so the

sentence accent cannot help falling on non-arguments by default ; or ( iii ) the speaker

wants to commit herself strongly to either the positive or negative polarity of the

proposition eχpressed in the former utterance。

Reviewing someprevious approaches to sentence accent phenomena are in order

here. Basing her generalization on the difference between arguments and non-

arguments, Selkirk 1984 claims that yocびsed arguments must receive accent, and that

accentuation of non-arguments is due to either default or contrast. Her argument is

rather simple and seems descriptively correct. Schmerling 1976 also refers to the dif-

ference in the degree of accent among the main verb, the subject and object noun

phrases。

Unfortunately, however, neither researcher tries to eχplain wHY such generaliza-

tions’hold. ln addition, they tend to concentrate on the verb, though prepositions

share some properties with verbs both syntactically and prosodically. This point

needs to be emphasized. 。

Cruttenden and Faber 1991 argue that the accentuation of prepositions eχem-

plified in ( 15) to ( 17) shows the “position the argument now stands in i s-&一司s the

function [functor]”(p. 283) . Let ustake (15) for anillustrhtion:



the journey To London

(argument)functor

(18) ‥.London and
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the preposition £o following the conjunctive now serve as a functor which takes the

iterated noun phrase £ otxdotxas its argument:

( 19) Mary met Tom inParis

二仁 」 し コF L二y

The verb 肌d specifies both the cases and semantic relations of its arguments. SQ

does the preposition 泌. lf we recall the nominalization of verbs, the difference be-

tween nouns and verbs will be clear :

(20) des.troy Rome

4。3. Division of Labor ( Syntactic Aspect)

The other factor involves a syntactic difference between arguments ・and

functors. The functor’s main purpose is to specify the senlantic relations and gram-

matical cases of the arguments it takes. Arguments do not have such a property.

Let us consider the following eχample:

argument

They suggest’ that the accent on the preposition siglials its property as a functor,

which now constitutes part of a larget amalgamated functor ( the jo肘 几ey to) .

Though l believe that their characterization is on the right track, it sounds as

if oNLY thepreposition had a significant property as a fTunctor. Rather, accentuation

on verbs should also beunder consideration, in order not to miss the similarity.

The best way to characterize the phenQmena is to draw a distinction between

the argument and functoT. W hy is the former more likely to receive sentence accent

than the latter? To tackle this problem, there seem to be two aspects to consider.

4。2. Level of Conceptualization ( Leχical Aspect)

As W ilson and Sperber 1993 poirit out, nouns encode concepts. They may en-

code entities, events, or sets of properties. Nouns alone may convey a great degree

of information as discourse referents, whereas functors cannot stand alone without

arguments. ln other words, they carry h辿h ・ ∫ormaU071 u(血£es ( Taylor 1989 : 172) .

Langacker 1990 also point冷 out that nouns involve higher leud oj` con,ceptud orga戒,

z(1tion, (p. 75) , eventhoughfunctorsmayalsocontainaconcept. lt doesnot sound

unreasonable if we think that the conceptual difference betxveen arguments and

functors may be reflected in the different degrees of prosodic prominence.



(21) destructionof Rome ¥

十 二 上 竺

Obviously, nouns alone cannot assign a case or thematic role, as ( 21) indicates。

ln addition to the fact that they are highly conceptualized entities and there-

fore,are more likely to !)e accented, nouns do not have relational properties. l con- ・

Sider that the prosody is reflecting this syntactic labor division, too; items

designating entities are more likely to be accented than items specifying relations

amongtheentities。

As long as a lexical item contains a certain information value, no matter

what it eχactly is, it has the potential of being highlighted prosodically.9 1t is the

noun which ismost easily highlighted as a discoursereferenti However, as Lambrecht

convincingly argues, once it becomes activated and consequently pronominalized, it

will necessarily be deaccented, with only thecase and semantic rolebeing manifested。

hi fact, accent prominence reflects the ftlndamentd distinction between argu-

ments and functors; moreover, by distinguishing the referential functions of nouns

as discourseentities from their roles as functor arguments, accent further facilitates

utterance processing・
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5. COntextUaI EffeCtS Of FUnCtOr (DefaUlt) ACCent

二 H a v i n g d i s c u s s e d t h e a r g u m e n t / f u n c t o r d i v i s i o n i n p r o s o d y , 1 e t u s c o n c e n t r a t e

on theeffect that the functor accentuation has on thehearer. Why does the speaker

resort to such prosody? A nd what sort of effect can she eχpect on the hearer?

Accent on functors involves three factors: ( i) ( meta) 11nguistic contrast, ( ii)

default and ( iii) the polarity of a proposition. W e will concentrate on the second

and third factors, though it will bemade clear that ( iii) is a specia1 c゙ase of default

accent and that it reflects a different i㎡ ormation structure.

The utterances below, repeated here for convenience, all eχplicitly mention the

former utterance; they are far less likely to appear in discourse-initiating utterances:

91n this sense, nly view is consistent with Bolinger’s cha「acterization of accent as show-

ing a speaker’s 泌 lere琵 . H owever, Bolinger’s view seems to disregard the grammatical

characterization of sentence accent. He views accent as the embodiment of a speaker’s

emotion or gesture, and -seems to cast strong doubt on the conventionalized function of

accent. l part company with him in this very respect.

(22) A: My real secret iswhat’sat theother end

B: W ’1 what’s AT the other end?

(23) A: Dowhatever youlike.

Accent on prepositions



B: But there’s nothing for me To do!

Accent on ( auχiliary) verbs
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(24) A: My real secret iswhat’sat theother end.

B: W ’1 what ls at the other end?

(25) A: Dowhatever youlike. 尚

ln relevance-theoretic terms, those utterances are ed oic一決£e昂 rd 加e (Sperber

and W ilson 1986: 229) . B conveys a certain attitude toward the echoed thought. ln

(22) , for example, B may infer that A intendstoconvey anassumption that there

really is some secret at the other end, and that such an interpretation will achieve

relevance. B echoes A ’s assumption (or proposition) and also conveys a strong

doubt about it, showing that A ’s utterance as a whole is not fait可 d enough

(Blakemore1994: 201)。

By employing a wh-interrogative form, B seems 七o cOnvey eχplicity his dubious

attitude toward a part of A’s assumption. The point is, however, that the doubt is

cast on the whole assumption in ( 22 ) 。

lf an addressee wanted t6 challenge a certain part of an utterance, he would

signal that by placing the accent on that particular leχical item, whether it is an ar-

gument or a functor. He might also exploit other syntactic forms, such as echo

questionsandmetalinguistically used negative sentences to achieve a similar effect.10

1n cases like those above where the wHoLE proposition must be discarded, he

may resort to anごunusual prosodicpattern in order to guidethehearer to an unusual

conteχtual effect. Notice that in ( 22) , witb an ordinary interrogative interpretation,

the accent would fall on e几d。

As it stands, this accent is considered another case of default accent, because

it avoids the accent on activated arguments, and it FuRTHER serves to cancel the

whole assumption evoked by a previous utter4nce.11 Though A must process the

whole utterancewith a greater effort, the cost should be rewarded with a greater ef-

loSee Blakemore 1994, Carston 1994, and K umaga1 1995, for the details.

11A cceM o/` poωer ( Bolinger 1986 ch. 6) may be the ultim政te case of default accent,

whereby a speaker can cgnvey a far stronger attitude or emotign, and consequently a

more climactic effect can be eχpected. Notice that the speaker of (i ) places sentence ac-

cent on the very last part of the utterance, ignoring the inherent w ord stress pattern

(REcognize) :

(i) l maintain that therearenoentities, 0f thekindhealleges, for meto

reco昨lzEバp. 131)

B: But there ls nothing for me to do

(26) A: Why didn’t youcomein?

B: l cAME in.

!
●
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fect by virtue of thepr伍cφ1e of rdeuaRce and thepresumptioTt of optimd releu(IRce

(Sperber andWilson 1986: 158)。

Thus, relevance is achieved through cancemng the assumption that A enter-

tained, with her cognitive environment greatly changed. The unlikelihood of such an

utterance appearing discourse initially is consistent with the great processing effort

that this utterance may demand of the hearer. 12

12A lthough accent on argument would seem to highlight the concept, accent on the sub-

jectnounphrasemaybeusedinorder for thespeaker tomakea哨e£fcyM面meM, asd柘-

cussed in note 5. 1n relevance-theoretic terms, such an utterance is purely descrφ1加e

(Sperber and Wilson 1986: 228) :

(i) My cAnbrokedownバLambrecht 1994: 19)
Accent on the arguments seems obligatory. Recall the following eχamples uttered

out of the blue:

(ii) JoHx hit u人EY. ( = (8) )

(iii) JoHxnAx. ( = (iia) n. 6)
Whether the verb is transitive or intransitive, argument( s) must bemore prominent

than the verb。

Pragmatically, the above utterances are at one p61e while a functor accent

case such as ( 23) is at theother. The former is descriptive, discouìse-initiating・

Thus “new information” is introduced into the discourse. ln ( i ) , accent on the sub-

ject noun phraseseems to be reserved especially f6r this pragmatic purpose, as
Lambrecht argues, while utteralice ( 23) serves best to cancel the already established

propositional content。

Examples (i) to (iii) are “a11-new” and (22) is in a sense “a11-old” but
with the spegker’s attitude or truth conditional judgment regarding the proposition

added. lt may be argued that in ( 23) both description and interpretation occur in

one utterance. Argument accent utterances and functor accent utterances seem quite

“complementary” . Here again, a sort of labor division might be taking place.

6. Default Accent on Functors as Pragmatically M otivated Prosody

Although the natureof functor accent itself may becharacterized leχically and

grammatically, eχploiting such an utterance in a particular discourse may be necessi-

tated from a communicative or pragmatic point of view. ln this sense, the utteraUce

is mot沁(1ted pragmatically ( Lambrecht 1994: 24) 。

ln order for the utterance interpretation to achieve relevance, the speaker may

resort to a special prosodic form that reflects a particular information structure, al-

though there ARE other sentences with different prosodic forms which share the same

propositional contents. For eχample, in a different discourse, ( 22) could be uttered

with a normal pitch accent pattern as: W7zd ’s d £加 誕加r ENI) ? ( See also note 12. )

A different prosodic form may reflect a different pragmatic motivation. The

nature of the information structure should be taken into account with special refer-

ence to sentencegrammar, since a systematic charaderization of both components
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seems to be very promising.
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